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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY  

_____________________________________________________________________ 

 

This case study is based on primary research built on the interview with the 

Executive Director of Asian Strategy & Leadership Incorporated (ASLI), Dr Praha 

Koran. Secondary data was also sourced by desktop research – article' reports, 

journals and publications. 

ASLI was conventional in 1993. Tan Sri Jeffrey Cheah holds the ownership of 

this company. The board of directors consists of Tan Sri Dato' Seri Dr Jeffrey Cheah 

AO, Tan Sri Datuk Seri Razman M. Hashim, Tan Sri Dato' Dr Ramon V. Navaratnam, 

Dato' Chew Chee Kin, Dato' Dr Lee Weng Keng, Datuk Seri Wong Chun Wai and Dato' 

Ng Tieh Chuan. 

The company's primary activities are managing the events for the non-profit 

organisation. The event is to create a dialogue of thought and intellectuals between the 

government, business, and civil society in Malaysia to influence and bring about change 

in public policy for humanity's progress. 

During the years 1993 to 2020, ASLI has made many changes in this business. 

In 2018, after Tan Sri Dr Micheal Yeoh resigned as founder and was replaced by the 

new Acting Chief Executive Officer, Ms Melissa Ong's business pattern has changed 

drastically. 

This case study's fundamental aim is to examine in detail the implementation, 

progression, success, and accomplishments of ASLI, which are considered or are in the 

midst of organisational development (OD) activities. With the analysis outcomes, 

alternatives will derived, and recommendations proposed in this case study. 
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PART 1: CASE DESCRIPTION 

1.1 COMPANY BACKGROUND 

 1.1.1 Asian Strategy & Leadership Incorporated (ASLI) 

Asian Strategies and Leadership Incorporated, or simply "ASLI", is a leading think tank, 

non-partisan and non-profit in Malaysia. ASLI was conventional in 1993; ASLI is the definitive 

voice of strategy and leadership in the country, after many years, providing strategic and 

credible views to the government, business and diplomatic community. 

ASLI is owned and administered by the non-profit Jeffrey Cheah Foundation. The most 

extensive education company focused on Malaysia's education. This medium underlines the 

Foundation's task in providing "thought leadership" as an essential component in its mission to 

develop the country and create a prosperous and progressive Malaysia. Besides, this can 

enhance ASLI independence, which allows us to maintain balance and intellectual integrity. 

ASLI is a non-profit organisation, freeing ASLI from tyranny from the bottom line while ensuring 

the sustainability of ASLI. One way to carry out the ASLI mission is to serve as a link that 

connects vital stakeholders. This role is very relevant because of the socio-economic challenges 

faced by Malaysia. Besides, ASLI is an essential need for a reliable platform where all voices 

can hear, and intense debates can conduct civilly. 

The goal of ASLI is to create a dialogue of thought and intellectuals between the 

government, business, and civil society in Malaysia to influence and bring about change in 

public policy for humanity's progress. In the wider Asia-Pacific region, ASLI leverages influential 

networks to leverage best practices and connecting business opportunities with each other. By 

calling on industry thought leaders to exchange views, develop policy choices and offer critical 

recommendations, we provide strategic analysis and advice on pressing current issues affecting 

the country and beyond. Leveraging a strong network, we connect strategic partners across 
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Asia Pacific Accreditation Cooperation (APAC) on top-notch business investment and trade 

opportunities to foster bilateral ties and economic growth. Our efforts enable our program to 

continue attracting and gaining participation by Heads of State, Prime Ministers, Senior Cabinet 

Ministers, and Industry Captains leading strategic thinkers, corporate CEOs, Ambassadors, 

academics and emerging young leaders. 

ASLI's vision is to create a better society. Our mission is to create thought-provoking and 

intellectual dialogues among government, businesses and civil society in Malaysia to influence 

and bring change in public policies to a better community. In the wider Asia Pacific region, we 

capitalise on our influential network to harness best practices and connect business 

opportunities. By convening industry thought leaders to exchange views, develop policy options 

and offer critical recommendations, we provide strategic analysis and advice on critical issues 

impacting the nation and beyond. By leveraging the strong network, we connect strategic 

partners across APAC on highest-value business investment and trade opportunities to foster 

bilateral relations and economic growth. Our efforts enable our programmes to continually 

attract and garner participation by Heads of States, Prime Ministers, Senior Cabinet Ministers, 

Captains of Industry, prominent strategic thinkers, corporate CEOs, Ambassadors, academia 

and emerging young leaders. 
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1.1.2 Ownership 

The history behind the Jeffrey Cheah Foundation dates back more than two and a half 

decades. It is closely related to Sunway Education Group's evolution as a pioneer, innovator, 

and catalyst in private education in Malaysia. Sunway pioneered the concept of twinning 

programs, which have since become popular in Malaysia, and revolutionised the local higher 

education landscape through partnerships with good universities worldwide. Institutions within 

the Sunway Education Group have ago produced thousands of capable and high caliber 

graduates. 

The history behind the Jeffrey Cheah Foundation began more than two and a half 

decades, where it intimately connected to Sunway Education Group's evolution as a pioneer, 

innovator and catalyst in the field of private education in Malaysia. Sunway has become popular 

due to its pioneering concept of twinning programs and revolutionizing the local higher 

education landscape through partnerships with good universities worldwide. Institutions within 

the Sunway Education Group have since produced thousands of capable and high calibre 

graduates. 

Tan Sri Jeffrey Cheah (TSJC) believes that the education business is more than just a 

"business" for successful and dedicated companies like Sunway Group. Education becomes 

meaningful when it serves as an effective method to enrich life and contribute to our country's 

progress by improving, among other things, the quality of our human resources. 

TSJC's dream and vision are to share the many successes achieved by Sunway 

Education Group with outstanding students in need to alter their lives for the better. That is the 

reason why the Sunway Education Trust emerged in 1997. Since its inception, Amanah has 

benefited Malaysian students who are excellent and qualified to further their studies. To date, 

more than RM50 million in scholarships granted. 
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To perpetuate this noble effort and crystallize TSJC's vision to leave a credible vehicle 

that will bring good and quality education to our country, TSJC has formed the Jeffrey Cheah 

Foundation. To this Foundation, TSJC has transferred all shares held under the Sunway 

Education Trust, and those shares will be kept there for permanent and never for sale. 

The Foundation strives to receive and administer funds for educational, scholarly, 

medical and charitable purposes, including offering performance-based scholarships and 

students in need of financial assistance. The charitable Foundation has also been given tax 

exemption by the Inland Revenue Board - providing tax deductions for all Foundation 

contributions. 
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A distinguished board of trustees governs the Foundation. 

Figure 1: The Foundation Structure  
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1.1.3 Organisational Chart 

Figure 2: ASLI Organisational Chart 

 

The organisation chart tabulated above is listed down as follows:  

Board of Directors 

1. Tan Sri Dato' Seri Dr Jeffrey Cheah AO 

2. Tan Sri Datuk Seri Razman M. Hashim 

3. Tan Sri Dato' Dr Ramon V. Navaratnam 

4. Dato' Chew Chee Kin 

5. Dato' Dr Lee Weng Keng 

6. Datuk Seri Wong Chun Wai 

7. Dato' Ng Tieh Chuan 
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Managing Director 

1. Dato' Ng Tieh Chuan 

 

Executive Director 

 Dr Praba Koran 

 

Finance 

 Finance Director   :    Thana 

 Finance Manager   :    Raja Zalina 

 

Human Resources/ Admin/ Information Technology 

 Senior Manager   :    Cindy  

 Front Office    :    Jannah  

 Logistic    :    Mizan 

 

Digital Media 

 Director    :    Lawrence 

 Senior Manager   :    Rosnita binti Alias 

 Manager    :    Muhammad Aizat bin Zainol 

 

ASLI Events 

 Director    :    Claire 

 Manager    :    Nur Hazwani Binti Adam 

 Support Service   :    Zainal 
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ASLI Centre for Public Policy Studies (CPPS)-International Trade & Business Advisory (ITBAC) 

 Dr Praba  

(CPPS) 

 Senior Manager   :    Afiq Ismaizam 

 Senior Analyst    :    Najihah binti Mohd Tahir 

 Research Analyst   :    Darryl Tan 

 Research Analyst   :    Zayd Shaukat 

Strategic Issues Forum (SIF) 

 Director: Amy  

ITBAC 

 (Indonesia, Sri Lanka, Russia) Senior Manager :  Shamine 

 (Thailand) Director     :  Juliana 

 Support Service 

 Senior Manager     :  Preya 

 

 

1.1.4 The planning and process for event management. 

 Think Tank Events in Asian Strategy & Leadership Incorporated (ASLI) is the power of 

ideas and the unifying force that works closely with research groups and charities to create 

high-level "issue-led" events to inform policy and social change. ASLI emphasises the aims and 

purpose of your events such as The 21st Malaysia Banking Submit, Healthcare Forum 2017, 

The 21st Education Submit and The 8th World Chinese Economic Summit. 
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Develop the event goal 

The general standard operating procedure (SOP) for creating an event in the think tank 

is the Centre for Public Policy Studies (CPPS) to develop the event goal and objectives. For 

example, the CPPS team will seat together with Chief Executive Officer (CEO) and Executive 

Director (ED) in one room to do the brainstorming an upcoming event to establish a tangible 

goal and objectives. After the CEO agreed, ED will ask someone from the CPPS team to do the 

concept paper for that event. The CPPS team will discuss with each other to get a unique 

concept paper. After the concept paper by CPPS, they will send it to the ED to get approval 

from the CEO. After the CEO approved the concept paper, the CEO will present it to the Board 

of Director. After obtaining the support of the board of directors, the CEO will do a working 

committee. Usually, the CEO will give to three departments: Event Services to do event work, 

Social Media, to focus on artwork and brochure, lastly, CPPS team, to prepare invitation letter to 

the panellist. 

Determine the type of event 

The Director of Event will in charge of the Event Services department. Director will pass 

to the Event Manager, which is I to settle everything about the event logistics. One of my roles is 

to find the details of the event to set up in our event system, which is Evenesis. I will find the 

information regarding what type of event? Usually, ASLI is doing conferences, forums, trade 

talk, and dinner events. Some events will cost participants, and some events will be free. It 

depends on what type of events. After that, I will request the write-up from the product owner, 

which creates this event—then followed by a programme of the event and a ticket of participants 

before I share it with the social media department to publish on the ASLI website social media. 
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Strategy to invite participant 

An invitation will send out to the targeted organisation, for example, if ASLI is doing an 

education event. ASLI will focus more on the Ministry of Education, private school, institution, 

university, etc. Besides, what is the topic of the events? If it related to school nutrition, ASLI 

would extend the invitation to the Ministry of Health, Small and Medium Enterprise (SME), 

Agricultural, and other organisations related to the topic. Target participants are vital because 

we can cut time to choose one by one organisation. Furthermore, we do not want to waste our 

time and time not related to the event. For this invitation system, I am using Evenesis, which 

more friendly and comfortable. With only, one-click can send to 300 participants. It is convenient 

and can cut the time if I am doing it manually by sending an outlook. The challenges of this 

invitation are databased. Suppose ASLI has strong databased, it easy to get the participants. 

Unfortunately, if the databased is not strong enough, it will be my challenge to find another 

solution to increasing the number of participants. For speaker invitation, CPPS will take part by 

doing a draft to send to ED. If there is no objection from ED, it will go to the CEO for approval 

and signature. If there is an objection from the CEO, the CPPS team needs to amend the letter 

until getting the CEO's support.   

Strategies for a budget of the event   

Having a razor-sharp focus on your event's intention is the ideal starting point for 

developing a budget. As an event team, I need to understand better every Ringgit Malaysia 

(RM) that the company spends. First, I need to clarify the event budget strategy before I dive 

into the actual budgeting. It is essential to take a step back and think critically about what you 

will spend on the money. Begin by identifying line items that you overspent or under-spent on 

and see if they are the same or different from year to year—starting with prepare three 

quotations to choose the best price and service.  With three quotations, select one to proceed 

and request through the meta-buyer system. The meta-buyer needs seven people for an 
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agreement to continue the purchase. I need to register for the new vendor by asking 

"Suruhanjaya Syarikat Malaysia" (SSM) report to write a new vendor in meta-buyer. This for 

future record purpose to repeat order.  Besides, before we proceed to purchase, we have to 

discuss the credit term, which payment will make within 30 days from the event date. Once I 

have identified areas to tighten up event spending, I can set specific goals for this event. Our 

company strategy to increase the amount of money received from sponsors or make company 

money go further without using up your contingency fund, setting goals will keep you focused. 

Other than that, set targets early, including how many tickets you want to sell and how much 

sponsorship revenue the company wishes to generate. Doing so will keep your income on track 

for your spend.  

 

Figure 3: Meta-buyer process 

Although few charts are to identify an event and then seek CEO approval, it has never 

done in this way for the past two years. The CEO decides what the event will be and who the 

speaker are. The employee cannot go against what she chose. Even for invitees, an invitation 

already given by the CEO. She commands staff to carry out a task as set by her, and she has 

done. The team have no mandate to make even minor decisions.  

 

 

 

 

Event 
Director 

Procrument Finance 1 Finance 2 MD CFO BOD 
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1.1.5 Past and Current Projects 

Table 1 List of Past and Current Projects 

No Year Name of Events 

1 14 Feb 2020 ASLI Open Dialogue with Yang Berhormat (YB) Dr Maszlee Malik, 

Minister of Education Malaysia - In Conversation on Malaysian 

Education on 14 February 2019 

2 19 Feb 2020 ASLI ‘Til Eleven - Morning Insights with Datuk Dr Anis Yusoff, Deputy 

Director-General, National Centre for Governance, Integrity and Anti-

Corruption (GIACC), Prime Minister Office (PMO) on 19 February 

2019 

3 4 Mar 2019 ASLI Economics Conversation - 'New Risks in Today’s 

Macroeconomic World' 

4 8 Mar 2019 ASLI ‘Til Eleven Morning Insights with YB Datuk Seri Dr. Dzulkefly 

Ahmad, Minister of Health, Malaysia 

5 12 Mar 2019 Malaysian Strategic Financial Outlook Forum 

6 2 Apr 2019 ‘Til Eleven Morning Insights: “The Culture of Lobbying and Funding – 

Key To Confidence In Public Decisions & Perceptions” 

7 17 Apr 2019 Digital Native Agenda (DNA23) Digital Dialogue Series: 'DDS#1 

Funding Diversity' 

8 25 Apr 2019 'Til Eleven Morning Insights with YB Dato’ Mohamad Ariff bin Md 

Yusof, Speaker of the Dewan Rakyat 

9 14 Jun 2019 ASLI 3-5 Afternoon Insights with Yang Berbahagia (YBhg) Datuk Seri 

Dr Ismail Bakar, Chief Secretary to the Government of Malaysia 

10 19 Jun 2019 ASLI 3-5 Afternoon Insights: Paving The Way To The Future Of 

Sustainable Infrastructure 

11 23 Jul 2019 3-5 Afternoon Insights with Minister of Entrepreneur Development 

Malaysia, YB Datuk Seri Mohd Redzuan Yusof 

12 25 Jul 2019 ASLI Nation Building Conversations with YB Dato' Seri Anwar Ibrahim 

13 21 Aug 2019 National Women's Day Power Luncheon By ASLI 

14 21 Aug 2019 ASLI National Women’s Day Celebration Gala Dinner 

15 10 Sep 2019 Trade Talk with the Ambassador of The Republic of Turkey to 

Malaysia 
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16 26 Sep 2019 3-5 Afternoon Insights with YB Tuan Gobind Singh Deo, Minister of 

Communications and Multimedia in Malaysia 

17 12 Oct 2019 ASLI Centre Stage - Budget 2020 Town Hall on Saturday, 12 October 

2019 at 11:30am 

18 21 Oct 2019 Gender Lens On Budget 2020 

19 30 Oct 2019 Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) and WOMEN'S Economic 

Empowerment 

20 18 Nov 2019 Association of Southeast Asia Nations (ASEAN) Sustainable 

Development Summit 2019 

21 27 Nov 2019 Launch of the Report: The Effectiveness of Existing Laws to Prevent 

and Curb Sexual Harassment 

22 27 Nov 2019 ASLI Nation Building Conversation with Tun Daim Zainuddin 

23 13 Jan 2020 ASLI Centre Stage - Exclusive conversation with Yang Amat 

Berhormat (YAB) Dato’ Seri Utama Haji Mukhriz Tun Mahathir, Chief 

Minister of Kedah 

24 25 Feb 2020 Trade Talk with the High Commissioner of the Republic of Sri Lanka 

25 7 Aug 2020 "Malaysia's Sustainable Development: The Decade For Action" 

  Strategic Issues Forum (SIF) Luncheon Talk with Tan Sri Mohamad 

Zuki Bin Ali, Chief Secretary to the Government of Malaysia 

  Malaysian Food Security Summit 2020 

  Strategic Issues Forum (SIF) Malaysia In Turbulent Times – 

Recalibrating National Strategies 

  Post Budget 2021 Dialogue with Finance Minister, Yang Berhormat 

Mulia (YBM) Dato' Sri Tengku Zafrul bin Tengku Abdul Aziz. 

  Strategic Issues Forum (SIF) Luncheon Talk with Dato’ Seri Ahmad 

Faisal bin Dato’ Haji Azumu, Menteri Besar of Perak. “The Perak Way” 

  Strategic Issues Forum (SIF) Luncheon Talk with Tan Sri Hamid 

Bador, Inspector General of the Police, Malaysia.  

‘Safeguarding National Unity Through Stronger Law Enforcement” 

  Strategic Issues Forum (SIF) Coronavirus Disease (Covid19) 

Pandemic – Malaysia ‘S Challenges & Strategies 
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1.1.6 Location 

 No 3, Jalan Lagoon Timur (9/1), Bandar Sunway, 47500 Subang Jaya, Selangor 

Figure 4: Map location of Asian Strategy & Leadership Incorporated (ASLI) 

 

1.2 INDUSTRY OVERVIEW 

A foundation (often a charitable foundation) is a type of non-profit organisation (NPOs) 

or charitable trust that usually provides funds and assistance to other charitable organisations 

through grants and participates actively in philanthropic activities. The foundations include 

public, philanthropic foundations, such as public foundations and private foundations, primarily 

funded by individuals or families. However, the word "foundation" can still be used for 

organisations that are not active.  
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            A NPOs is a community formed for reasons other than profit creation, of which no 

portion of the organisation's revenue is paid to its members, directors or officers. In this industry, 

they use thought leadership to advance their theories and knowledge by encouraging others. 

When they are founded and can follow only the functions allowed by-laws for NPOs, they shall 

be classified as NPOs. NPOs entities include churches, public schools, public charities, public 

clinics and hospitals, civic organisations, legal aid societies, social service organisations, trade 

unions, professional associations, research institutes, libraries, and several government 

departments. NPOs can work to help individuals or communities in need. There are many 

conceptions underlying NPOs, legal persons or organisations, which are mainly engaged in 

collecting or disbursing, and which include charitable, moral, cultural, educational, social or 

fraternal goals, or the form of "good work."  

According to CENTRE for ASIA Leadership Industry Overview, the Community of Non-

Profit Organisation (NPOs) seeks to solve social needs and problems in Asia through study, 

growth, training and publishing, all of which concentrate on social and public leadership, 

creativity and educational activities. This industry is a collective of non-profit organisations 

dedicated to accelerating leaders' growth committed to long-term transformation and 

advancement. 

            Refer to the Zulkiply (2020), Malaysia Directors Academy (MINDA) is formed as a NPOs 

with initial funding from the government. Their goal is to resolve the board's efficiency by 

equipping the Directors of Government-Linked Companies (GLCs) with the world-class 

expertise, skills and thought needed to achieve consistently high expectations. MINDA's 

approach to doing this is to have the Boards concentrate on their core positions and duties, 

such as strategy setting, strategic success management, the creation of future leaders and 

intellectual resources, risk management, growth and imagination. 
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            Leadership Empowerment and Development (LEAD) Institute is a NPOs devoted to 

promoting youth leadership in underserved communities in Malaysia. The LEAD Institute 

ventures focus on art and culture, wellness, public participation, the environment, education and 

economic growth. The industry's mission is to empower tomorrow's leaders, and the vision is to 

impact 100,000 lives in Malaysia. Through the LEAD institute, the group brings its skills and 

knowledge to the development of potential Malaysian leaders. 

            JCF disburses RM80 million in scholarships, New Straits Times (2019) are an example 

of foundations (philanthropic) which endow in research and education. The scholarship's 

primary mission is to make quality education affordable and available to as many Malaysians as 

possible. JCF has created two new scholarships to research in entrepreneurship, which will lead 

to the Doctor of Philosophy in Business award to the SMM Center for Nested Entrepreneurship. 

To date, JCF has donated RM482 million to scholarships and development and education 

grants and donations to Malaysian schools to provide access to quality education for all. Refer 

to Yayasan Azman Hashim (2020), Amcorp Research Grant is an RM70,000 grant, consisting of 

an RM50,000 scholarship and an RM20,000 loan, provided by Yayasan Azman Hashim (YAH), 

a non-profit charity established by Tan Sri Azman Hashim. Amcorp Research Grant, a 

partnership between YAH and Amcorp Group of Companies, was initiated in 2011 to give back 

to society and create potential leaders.  

So ASLI as NPOs industry may underline the Foundation's role in providing "thinking 

leadership" as a core component of its goal to develop a country and establish a stable and 

progressive Malaysia. The strengthens the freedom that can be helping us to uphold complex 

impartiality and academic honesty. We are NPOs, freeing us from the tyranny of the bottom line 

and guaranteeing our survival. One avenue in which we carry out our mission is to link between 

key stakeholders in the country. This position is critical because of the socio-economic 
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difficulties facing our world. ASLI is a crucial need as a reliable forum for all voices to be heard 

and for robust discussion to be held respectfully. 

ASLI is owned and administered by the JCF, a non-profit foundation governed by a 

distinguished board of trustees. Trustees are trusted to make decisions in the beneficiary's best 

interests and have fiduciary duties that ensure that they act in the beneficiary trusts' best 

interests and manage their properties. As a trust, the trust funds form a special fund and are not 

part of the trustee's properties. The belief is that it enables the distinction between legitimate 

possession and beneficial interest: the trustees become owners of the trust property in respect 

of third parties. The beneficiaries are entitled to expect the trustees to administer the trust 

property for their benefit. Between, the trustee has the right. The trustee is responsible for hiring 

or disposing of the estate in compliance with the terms of the trust and the special duties placed 

on him by statute. The legal title to the trust properties shall be in the trustee's name or another 

person's name on behalf of the trustee. 

            ASLI have several opportunities in this industry, which are there have a multiple-choice 

to collaborate to help current issues solve from thoughtful opinions from various sectors. 

Besides that, ASLI has a strong connection with the government's high level (public sector) and 

the private sectors. It is not only in Malaysian but also around the world. Besides, ASLI can 

develop extensive knowledge from the issues discussed with the employees' training and 

brainstorming session. Similarly, the rise of market demand due to hot topics can lead to 

business growth using an advanced tech capability such as event management software. ASLI 

also can work with team members with advanced skills and knowledge.  Where there is an 

opportunity for every industry, there is a threat. The ASLI threat faced is a limited financial 

resource. They must find a sponsor for each event they want to run. The time of intense 

competition in the ASLI market remains a common choice because ASLI has long been on the 

market. 
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 According to Dr Punitha Silivarjoo, lawmakers and enforcers in Malaysia regarding a 

charitable foundation as a non-profit organisation (NPO). An NPO can be incorporated either as: 

a) a charitable corporation (a company limited by guarantee) under the Companies 

Act 2016 [Act 777] overseen by the Companies Commission of Malaysia 

b) a constitutional basis registered society or association under the Societies Act 

1966 [Act 335] supervised by Registrar of Societies; 

c) incorporation of trustees by founder or associations of a person or body 

corporate governed by the Trustees Incorporation Act 1952 [Act 258] overseen 

by the Legal Affairs Division (BHEUU) of the Prime Minister's Department; 

d) a Labuan Trust Company or Labuan Foundation under the Labuan Trusts Act 

1996 [Act 554] and Labuan Foundation Act 2010 [Act 706] regulated by the 

Labuan Financial Services Authority (Labuan FSA). 
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1.3 COMPETITION 

 

Competition is an essential feature of the corporate climate for companies of various 

scales. Being in the world of Business-to-Government (B2G) and Business-to-Business (B2B) 

results in a certain level of competition overall in ASLI. It helps ASLI think more innovatively 

about what it takes to grow your company. They have several think tank companies in Malaysia 

as our competitors in the business. However, the ASLI is not intimidated because they have 

their supporters. 

Moreover, the competition in ASLI is that they do not have a sufficient number of 

workers to write documents, reports or even draught laws on relevant policy or social problems. 

This information is then readily used by states, corporations, media organisation, social 

movements or other partners as part of their agendas. Think tanks differ from those affiliated 

with highly intellectual or scientific practices to those who are excessively partisan and advocate 

for concrete initiatives, with wildly varying research content among them. Later waves of think 

tanks appeared to be politically driven. 

However, there is nothing ASLI about competing healthily with the companies below 

 

Table 2: List of Competitors in ASLI 

 

 

The Kingsley Strategic Institute (KSI) aims to 

provide strategic advice, high-level executive 

briefings, international conferences, policy 

roundtables and national summits. In line with 

the revived Malaysia Inc concept to foster 

closer public-private sector cooperation KSI 

organises top-level exclusive briefings and 
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policy dialogues and provide policy inputs to 

government derived from policy analysis. KSI 

is a bridge between Government and 

Business. 

 The Institute for Democracy and Economic 

Affairs (IDEAS) is a non-profit academic 

institute located in Malaysia devoted to 

promoting public policy problems. 

 

 

Malaysian Global Innovation & Creativity 

Centre (MaGIC) is exploring and inspiring 

technology start-ups and social innovators 

through imagination, invention and 

technology acceptance. It is creating a 

thriving and prosperous entrepreneurial 

ecosystem in Malaysia. 

 

 

The Jeffrey Cheah Institute for South-East 

Asia (JCI) founded in March 2014 as an 

independent public policy think tank located 

at Sunway University in Kuala Lumpur's 

outskirts. 

The mission of JCI is to develop efficient and 

equitable solutions to some of the region's 

most pressing development problems. 
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Center for Asia Leadership is a community of 

non-profit international organisations seeking 

to resolve social needs and concerns in Asia 

through research, growth, training and 

publishing, many of which concentrate on 

social and public leadership, creativity and 

educational activities. We do this by sharing 

what the Center participants have gathered 

from some of the world's leading universities, 

such as Harvard, MIT and Stanford. 

 

Malaysian Directors Academy (MINDA) is an 

autonomous association committed to 

improving board performance by supporting 

and equipping Malaysian Directors with the 

world-class expertise, skills and thought 

needed to achieve consistently high 

expectations. 

 

Leadership Empowerment and Development 

(LEAD) Institute is a non-profit organisation 

devoted to promoting youth leadership in 

underserved communities in Malaysia. 

Established in 2014, the LEAD Institute has 

influenced 50,000 lives across Malaysia 

across ventures in art and culture, health, 

public participation, the environment, 

education and economic development. 
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1.4 SWOT ANALYSIS 

 

 Based on the evidence and input gathered from the interview, in-depth insights and self-

understanding, the SWOT analytical method is used to identify, structure and strategically 

present the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threat of ASLI. 

Figure 5: SWOT Analysis 

 

Internal Factors 

Table 3: Internal Factors of ASLI 

 Strength  Weaknesses 

 Marketing   

S1 Asli's Centre for Public Policy Studies 

(CPPS) was ranked No. 7 in the top 40 

think tanks in the region in the "2013 

Global Go to Think Tanks" report. 

W1 The ASLI's website is not up to dates 

with the latest articles; therefore, it fails 

to attract and engage the interest of 

visitors. 

S2 ASLI has built years of a stable 

relationship with the Ministries and 

government agencies and private 

sectors and Non-Profit or Non-

Government Organisations. 

W2 ASLI has no clear definition of 

customer segmentation. Therefore, its 

programs not targeted the right 

audiences, thus failed to attract 

conference delegates. 
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 Research & Development (R&D)   

S3 ASLI's Conference Producers are good 

at researching and developing program 

contents that are relevant to the 

industry. 

W3 There was a lack of communication 

and direction between managers and 

employees, and the Conference 

Producers do not have ample time to 

research and develop ad-hoc 

programs.  

 Management Team   

S4 ASLI has over two decades of 

experience organising knowledge-

based conferences and forums that 

discussed issues and topics relevant to 

various industries. 

W4 Since 2018, many management 

changes were happening in ASLI, from 

Tan Sri Dr Michael Yeoh to Ms Melissa 

Ong and Dato Ng Tieh Chuan.  

S5 Datuk Ng Tieh Chuan, a Managing 

Director, was capable of securing and 

developing new projects for ASLI. 

W5 Organisational racial bias was rampant 

in ASLI 

 Operations   

S6 The Operations Manager, Dr Praba, 

was an effective leader and manager 

who will go all the way to help his 

subordinates accomplish the 

departmental objectives. 

W6 Most senior employees were not 

following the rules to clock in at 9 am. 

They were always late to work.    

S7 All ASLI's staff is very cooperative - 

they always ask if we needed their help 

when they noticed we have too many 

things in our hands. 

W7 Some of ASLI's staff were not 

technologically savvy, always think 

negatively, and were racist and 

threatening.   

 Finance   

S8 Sunway University fully funded ASLI. W8 In all ASLI's programs, it depended 

heavily on sponsorship instead of 

delegate sales revenue when it should 

be the other way round. 

 Administrative and Human Resources 

(HR) 
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S9 The HR department has been doing an 

excellent job in the administration of 

work and people and managing 

resources. 

W9 To increase profit, ASLI has cut off all 

medical benefits that employees' 

spouses and children. 

S10 HR Department always acts on all 

complaints lodged by the employees.  

W10 Employee turnover was relatively high 

in ASLI as most staff left the company 

because they were not happy. They 

thought the company was biased in 

terms of reward and remuneration. 

 

 

External Factors 

Table 4: External Factors of ASLI 

 Opportunities  Threats 

 Political / Governmental   

O1 Some (and favourable) improvements 

in the state and local governments are 

opening the door to further ventures in 

the immediate future. 

T1 The volatility of the ruling government 

is threatening ASLI's role, prestige, 

and company as a think tank and the 

industry as a whole. 

 Economical   

O2 The NPOs industry can withstand a 

recession by using paid webinars. 

Therefore, ASLI can temporarily 

choose this Covid-19. 

T2 If Covid-19 continues until 2021, it will 

be a threat for the company to remain 

in the industry. 

 Social / Cultural / Demographical   

O3 Malaysia has a multi-racial, religious 

education and can discuss something 

on current issues together. When on 

the round table discussion in ASLI, 

they will find the solution to the 

T3 Freedom of expression is widely 

violated in today's environment and 

maybe a challenge to ASLI. Indeed, 

the reactions and the critics are critical 

welcomes on the web and offline. 
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problem. However, considering that today's 

culture is all about getting stuff viral, a 

negatively impacted post or video can 

lead to unfavorable circumstances. 

 Technological   

O4 The system used for the ASLI event of 

the invitation time and the scanned 

barcode for registration is 

straightforward and fast. 

T4 However, rapidly changing technology 

is the standard today will be a threat 

where need to double-check before 

post to social media. That is why ASLI 

need to avoid any negative issues that 

impact a lousy reputation in the future. 

 Legal   

O5 Any project with a third party will 

provide an agreement on both parties. 

ASLI will follow the real that provided 

by the Ministry. 

T5 Bringing misconduct before justice is 

advisable, but it requires time and 

incurs a lot of expenses. On top of that, 

it puts the identity, image and industry 

of the organisation at high risk, 

particularly when it includes going 

against the state's government. 

 Environmental   

O6 The current global pandemic is like a 

wake-up call for human beings of all 

ages. And the retired people have 

come to understand the value of 

embracing and responding to new 

problems in these turbulent days. 

Social distancing, implicitly, enables 

ideas and strategies in all sectors, 

such as ASLI, to develop more 

improved and improvised solutions. 

T7 From a business environment 

viewpoint, new consumer entrants 

commonly taint the consumer's view, 

which may compete with and even 

undermine the public's trust, 

acceptance and support of ASLI if it 

not adequately taken into account. 
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1.5 SPECIFIC AREA OF INTEREST 

 

 This case study's fundamental aim is to examine in detail the implementation, 

progression, success, and accomplishments of ASLI, which are considered or are in the midst 

of organisational development (OD) activities. 

Among the combined framework used in this case study are listed down in sequence as 

follows: 

 Three Stage Model by Kurt Lewin Model  

 Burk Litwin Model by Warner Burk and Litwin  

The main problems are determined, narrowed down and grouped precisely so that the rest 

of the combined analysis occurs, based on all the inputs obtained and written above, especially 

the SWOT analysis Weakness matrix compiled in the previous segment (1.4). 

The combined analysis results will get alternatives obtained and evaluated, and 

recommendations, along with timelines, are proposed objectively to improve ASLI performance. 

Developing and developing an ASLI reputation is very important for the future of a company like 

ASLI. ASLI has long been in this business and has known many in the think tank and NPOs 

Company. 

As a result, ASLI needs to have an innovative and strategic approach to ensure that this 

business continues to prosper in the future, which is the essence of this report. 
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1.6 CONCLUSION 

ASLI could face a setback when Tan Sri Dr Micheal Yeoh took measures to withdraw 

from the organisation, but that did not deter ASLI from going further after the ASLI 

administration shift. 

We should remember one lesson from Tan Sri Dato' Seri Dr Jeffrey Cheah that we can't 

give up doing anything. Any event that occurs will keep the ASLI powerful and help to make 

improvements towards the future. The exchange of ideas is very relevant to the growth of one's 

mind. As long as ASLI has developed, the ASLI team has managed to get new projects and still 

get help from all the boards. Both boards are liable for performing the utmost they realise would 

be helpful to ASLI and the business as a whole. 

Judging from the viewpoint of the Initial team, they have, as a whole, done a fantastic job 

in instilling ideals and cultivating them through the precedent set by Tan Sri Jeffrey Cheah. 

As the closing remarks in this segment, ASLI is optimistic that the organisation can 

continue to acquire further large-scale ventures in the future. For example, ASLI suggests a 

range of activities to assist businesses in the Strategic Issues Forum (SIF) case. With the 

adjustments taking place in ASLI, have ASLI workers trained for the new roles they have 

received? Can ASLI workers assume responsibility for the application? What are the core 

components of an effective organisation? What are the competencies needed on the board and 

staff? How do we assess where the organisation is and what needs to address? What strategies 

are most useful in carrying out organisational development work? How is administrative 

development work linked to the achievement of an organisation's mission? Therefore, Section 2: 

Case Review is carried out and published critically as a recommendation for enhancing the 

ASLI management framework. 
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PART 2: CASE ANALYSIS 

2.1 CASE SYNOPSIS 

ASLI established in 1993, where ASLI's founder was YBhg Tan Sri Dato' Seri Dr Jeffrey 

Cheah and Tan Sri Dr Micheal Yeoh. ASLI is an NPOs company that climbed its way up to get 

to where it is now. During the years 1993 to 2020, ASLI has made many changes in this 

business. 

For 27 years, ASLI has known as think tank event management, where every issue 

raised by ASLI can hold events with government and private companies. Many, especially 

researchers, highly trust ASLI. They are willing to send representatives for each company to 

attend the event conducted by ASLI. 

In 2018, after Tan Sri Dr Micheal Yeoh resigned as founder and replaced by the new 

Acting Chief Executive Officer, Ms Melissa Ong's business pattern has changed drastically. Ms 

Melissa Ong has emphasised the Nation Building for every ASLI event. Only one event charged 

when Ms Melissa Ong took over the ASLI Open Dialogue with YB Dr Maszlee Malik, Minister of 

Education Malaysia - In Conversation on Malaysian Education on February 14 2019. After that, 

Ms Melissa Ong did not charge each event's fee to sponsor each event. Therefore, all employee 

benefits are blocked to cut the company's cost because no results have made since the reign of 

Ms Melissa Ong 

After Ms Melissa Ong resigned in 2020, the board has appointed Dato' Ng Tieh Chuan 

as the new ASLI managing director to overhaul the ASLI company. This becomes even more 

challenging with the Covid-19 situation experienced by the whole country. Until now, Dato 'Ng 

Tieh Chuah has worked hard with executive director Dr Praba Koran and several other directors 

to repair the company. 
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Besides, looking at the organisation's rapid development and recent success, Dato 'Ng 

Tieh Chuan seeks to address systematic, organised, and comprehensive strategic strategies 

with critical emphasis on the ASLI case. 

 

2.2 PROBLEM RECOGNITION 

2.2.1 Internal Factor Evaluation (IFE) & External Factors Evaluation (EFE) of ASLI 

Based on the SWOT analysis presented in Part 1: Case Description, the internal 

factors – strengths and weaknesses – were evaluated, examined and tabulated in this 

subsection objectively to identify the fundamental forces that can be relied on and the 

weakest areas converted or defended. Each key factor assigned a weight ranging from 

0.0 (low importance) to 1.0 (high priority). The ratings refer to how strong or weak each 

element is in ASLI. The numbers range from 4 to 1, where 4 means a major strength, 3 – 

minor strength, 2 – little weakness and 1 – major weakness. In other words, forces 

receive ratings 3 and 4 only, whereas disadvantages receive ratings 2 and 1 only. 

Table 5: Internal Factors Evaluation (IFE) of ASLI 

 

Strengths Weight Rating Weighted Score 

1 HR Department always acts on all complaints lodged by the 

employees.  
0.05 3 0.15 

2 ASLI's Conference Producers are good at researching and 

developing program contents that are relevant to the industry. 
0.05 3 0.15 

3 ASLI has over two decades of experience organising 

knowledge-based conferences and forums that discussed 

issues and topics relevant to various industries. 

0.04 3 0.12 

4 Datuk Ng Tieh Chuan, a Managing Director, was capable of 

securing and developing new projects for ASLI. 
0.04 3 0.12 

5 The Operations Manager, Dr Praba, was an effective leader 

and manager who will go all the way to help his subordinates 
0.04 3 0.12 
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accomplish the departmental objectives. 

6 All ASLI's staff are very cooperative - they always ask if we 

needed their help when they noticed we have too many things 

in our hands. 

0.04 3 0.12 

7 Asli's Centre for Public Policy Studies (CPPS) was ranked No. 

7 in the top 40 think tanks in the region in the "2013 Global Go 

to Think Tanks" report. 

0.03 4 0.12 

8 Sunway University fully funded ASLI. 0.03 4 0.12 

9 ASLI has built years of a stable relationship with the Ministries 

and government agencies and private sectors and Non-Profit 

or Non-Government Organisations. 

0.03 3 0.09 

10 The HR department has been doing an excellent job in the 

administration of work and people and managing resources. 
0.03 3 0.09 

  Weaknesses Weight Rating Weighted Score 

1 ASLI has no clear definition of customer segmentation. 

Therefore, its programs not targeted the right audiences, thus 

failed to attract conference delegates. 

0.08 1 0.08 

2 There was a lack of communication and direction between 

managers and employees, and the Conference Producers do 

not have ample time to research and develop ad-hoc 

programs.  

0.08 1 0.08 

3 Since 2018, many management changes were happening in 

ASLI, from Tan Sri Dr Michael Yeoh to Ms Melissa Ong and 

Dato Ng Tieh Chuan.  

0.08 1 0.08 

4 To increase profit, ASLI has cut off all medical benefits that 

employees' spouses and children. 
0.08 1 0.08 

5 Most senior employees were not following the rules to clock in 

at 9 am. They were always late to work.   
0.07 1 0.07 

6 In all ASLI's programs, it depended heavily on sponsorship 

instead of delegate sales revenue when it should be the other 

way round. 

0.06 1 0.06 

7 Employee turnover was relatively high in ASLI as most staff left 

the company because they were not happy. They thought the 

company was biased in terms of reward and remuneration. 

0.05 2 0.10 
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8 Organisational racial bias was rampant in ASLI. 0.04 2 0.08 

9 Some of ASLI's staff were not technologically savvy, always 

think negatively, and were racist and threatening.   
0.04 2 0.08 

10 The ASLI's website is not up to dates with the latest articles; 

therefore, it fails to attract and engage the interest of visitors. 
0.04 2 0.08 

 Total IFE Score 1.00 
 

1.99 

 

In the SWOT analysis presented in Part 1: Case Description, the external factors 

– opportunities and threats – were evaluated, examined and tabulated in this subsection 

objectively to identify the key elements to be given more attention. Each key factor 

assigned a weight ranging from 0.0 (low importance) to 1.0 (high priority). The ratings 

refer to how effectively ASLI current strategy responds to the opportunities and threats. 

The numbers range from 4 to 1, where 4 means a superior response, 3 – above average 

response, 2 – average response and 1 – inadequate response. 

 

Table 6: External Factors Evaluation (EFE) of ASLI 

 

Opportunities Weight Rating Weighted Score 

1 Some (and favourable) improvements in the state and local 

governments are opening the door to further ventures in the 

immediate future. 

0.07 3 0.21 

2 The NPOs industry can withstand a recession by using paid 

webinars. Therefore, ASLI can temporarily choose this Covid-

19. 

0.07 3 0.21 

3 Malaysia has a multi-racial, religious education and can 

discuss something on current issues together. When on the 

round table discussion in ASLI, they will find the solution to 

the problem. 

0.07 3 0.21 

4 The system used for the ASLI event of the invitation time and 

the scanned barcode for registration is straightforward and 

fast. 

0.07 3 0.21 
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5 Any project with a third party will provide an agreement on 

both parties. ASLI will follow the real that provided by the 

Ministry. 

0.06 3 0.18 

6 The current global pandemic is like a wake-up call for human 

beings of all ages. And the retired people have come to 

understand the value of embracing and responding to new 

problems in these turbulent days. Social distancing, implicitly, 

enables ideas and strategies in all sectors, such as ASLI, to 

develop more improved and improvised solutions. 

0.06 3 0.18 

  
Threats Weight Rating Weighted Score 

1 The volatility of the ruling government is threatening ASLI's 

role, prestige, and company as a think tank and the industry 

as a whole. 

0.10 3 0.30 

2 If Covid-19 continues until 2021, it will be a threat for the 

company to remain in the industry. 
0.10 3 0.30 

3 Freedom of expression is widely violated in today's 

environment and maybe a challenge to ASLI. Indeed, the 

reactions and the critics are critical welcomes on the web and 

offline. However, considering that today's culture is all about 

getting stuff viral, a negatively impacted post or video can 

lead to unfavorable circumstances. 

0.10 2 0.20 

4 However, rapidly changing technology is the standard today 

will be a threat where need to double-check before post to 

social media. That is why ASLI need to avoid any negative 

issues that impact a lousy reputation in the future. 

0.10 3 0.30 

5 Bringing misconduct before justice is advisable, but it requires 

time and incurs a lot of expenses. On top of that, it puts the 

identity, image and industry of the organisation at high risk, 

particularly when it includes going against the state's 

government. 

0.10 2 0.20 

6 From a business environment viewpoint, new consumer 

entrants commonly taint the consumer's view, which may 

compete with and even undermine the public's trust, 

acceptance and support of ASLI if it not adequately taken into 

account. 

0.10 2 0.20 

 Total EFE Score 1.00 
 

2.70 
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Based on the outcomes or results of the subsections above – the total scores of 

EFE and IFE evaluation matrices, respectively – an interpretation was conducted. The 

scores range from 4.00 to none, where 4.00 means the strongest, 3.00 – strong, over 

2.50 – above average, 2.50 – average, and less than 2.50 – weak. Refer to the result of 

Internal Factor Evaluation (IFE) & External Factor Evaluation (EFE), the total for IFE 

Score is 1.99 while EFE is 2.70. 

It was identified that S1, S2 and S3 were identified, being the key strengths that 

the company can depend on. However, the weakest areas to be converted or defended 

by ASLI were also identified which are W7, W8 and W9. As a whole, with a total score of 

1.99, it can be interpreted that ASLI is average in its internal position. In other words, 

strengths that have been capitalised well were S1, S2 and S3, but the company needs to 

overcome or resolve its weaknesses, particularly W7, W8 and W9. 

Also, O1, O2, O3, T1, T2 and T4 are the key external factors that ASLI should 

give more attention to. With a total score of 2.70, it can be interpreted that ASLI has a 

strong external position. In other words, the company responded very well to pursue and 

shape opportunities, particularly O1, O2, and O3 and effectively mitigated threats, 

namely T1, T2 and T4. 
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2.2.1 Product / Market Development 

ASLI faces poor consumer service for product/market growth after Tan Sri Dr 

Micheal Yeah left the business. Tan Sri Dr Micheal Yeoh quit ASLI in early 2018 and 

was succeeded by the current CEO of Ms Melissa Ong and then replaced by Dato Ng 

Tieh Chuan. Besides, to get revenue, ASLI needs to find sponsorships and expect the 

participants to register for the ASLI revenue event. Similarly, the ASLI website needs to 

be developed to be more innovative. 

 

2.2.2 Process and people management  

There is a shortage of procedure and people management in ASLI in preparing 

and executing the case. Besides, ASLI lowers expenses by leaving off all medical 

benefits for wives and children when they need to live. Some ASLI employees got a 

large wage that was not dependent on credentials and expertise owing to the previous 

CEO, Ms Melissa Ong. 
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2.3 PROBLEM DEFINITION 

 2.3.1 Product / Market Development 

 In ASLI, no one can prepare the programme for the event product/market 

development. ASLI management hires employees with experience collaborating with 

ASLI before doing the programme, but not all meet the CEO’s satisfaction until they 

decide to resign. 

Every change will take time for employees to accept. Behind this change, the 

supervisor should explain why the ASLI employee should understand the difference. 

ASLI employees came from Malay, Indians and Chinese, so they have a different culture 

to understand. Many people are excluded from the decision-making and thinking 

process, thus limiting the potential for change and rapid adaptation. Supervisors should 

make their employees believe in the changes taking place in ASLI. 

            In the ASLI industry, we usually take six months to schedule the programme, the 

speaker, the venue, the sponsorship, the budget profit and loss, and the number of 

participants. But at the moment, we only take two months or two weeks to complete the 

event schedule system. 

            The ASLI website needs to be more creative, such as publishing more posts on 

the current subject or another exciting subject. 

 

2.3.2 Process and people management 

There is a lack of processes and people management in ASLI in the planning 

and executing of the activities that ASLI implements because it does not adopt the 

standard operating procedure (SOP) for each object. 
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The perceptions of workers shifted after ASLI lowered costs by offering 

incentives to wives and children to minimise ASLI costs. 

It has different pay disparities between employees brought on by Ms Melissa 

Ong cause employees to feel unequal and unappreciated. Mostly, workers are 

unproductive in their qualifications, and their expertise is not equal to the jobs they hold. 
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2.4 PROBLEM DIAGNOSIS 

 2.4.1 Product / Market Development 

The cause of the problem in ASLI is that prior product/market development could 

not be accomplished, and Ms Melissa Ong wants a new branding for her administration. 

A number of the staff working at ASLI do not have the experience of creating enjoyable 

services like Tan Sri Dr Micheal Yeoh if anything that does not suit Ms Melissa Ong. 

That is why there is no ASLI Summit event to be launched from 2018 to the current. In 

reality, ASLI has two-hour events such as “Til Eleven Morning Insights” (9 a.m.-11 p.m.) 

or ASLI 3-5 Afternoon Insights to rebrand ASLI under Ms Melissa Ong. 

In this situation, ASLI has been designing products/markets for 25 years, and it is 

challenging to adjust as it includes several parties. Besides, the mindset of Ms Melissa 

Ong would not make workers trust that this transition would be useful since her plans are 

continually evolving. By offering the people the chance to engage in a free event for 

nation-building, it is ridiculous without the promoters’ support since this would have a 

detrimental effect on the results of the ASLI corporations. 

Time is an essential aspect of the progress of a glorious case. Ms Melissa Ong 

claims that it does not take long to hold an event since the office area is near Sunway, 

where ASLI outlets are spread around the office, like event venues frequently organised 

at Sunway University Sunway Resort Hotel. About Ms Melissa Ong’s support, she still 

assumes that Sunway University will always offer money to ASLI to render every event a 

success, and this belief affects the period of Covid-19. Besides, Ms Melissa Ong has no 

familiarity with think tanks, and as a result, there is no business and product growth in 

ASLI. 
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Since Ms Melissa Ong agrees, Feng Shui is very difficult because any 

employee’s poster should still obey her Feng Shui. So the designers in the design 

department are a little stuck to create posters according to the new circulation. Besides, 

the writers were reluctant to write their articles since they could not reach Ms.’s degree 

of satisfaction. Melissa Ong and they were often tasked to conduct different duties, such 

as assisting the event department in checking up on participation at each event. That’s 

why they don’t have enough time to reflect and write posts. 

  

 2.4.2 Process and people management 

ASLI is a small operation of no more than 30 workers, where Ms Melissa Ong 

enjoys micro-management for all her staff. Furthermore, SOPs for businesses with few 

workers will take a long time to finish the job phase. Besides, the job phase is time-

consuming, but Sunway University tightly regulates both the human resources and 

finance department. It is very inconvenient for Ms Melissa Ong to recruit a well-known 

team member and claim expenses from her. Besides, the key performance indicator 

(KPI) for all employees is laid out in the directives of Ms Melissa Ong, where ASLI staff 

must obey and execute what Ms Melissa Ong has driven. 

                        After the Department of Human Resources confirmed that the organisation had 

to remove compensation to partner and infants, some workers were frustrated. The 

explanation behind this gain is because they try to help the business cut expenses, but 

the benefit of Ms Melissa Ong itself has not changed. This indicates the inequality of the 

ASLI. 

Ms Melissa Ong does not trust the staff who worked for Tan Sri Dr Micheal Yeoh. 

Besides, several employees have left because Ms Melissa Ong is worried about 
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disseminating business knowledge to Tan Sri Dr Micheal Yeoh. As a result, several old 

employees have left, and Ms Melissa Ong has attracted her former team member to 

work with ASLI. Therefore, she puts pressure and dissatisfaction with the performance 

that employees send to the organisation by making threats to be laid off and so on. 

Besides, a number of the employees she hired were given very high roles and very high 

positions in the expectation that his employees would help Ms Melissa Ong in whatever 

case. 
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2.5 ANALYSIS 

A thorough study of ASLI was carried out by implementing the appropriate steps in the 

ASLI sector, entrepreneurship and general business tools, evaluations and techniques. 

2.5.1 Three-Stage Model by Kurt Lewin Model 

 

Figure 6: Three Stage Model by Kurt Lewin Model 

  One of the most useful frameworks by ASLI is the three-stage model of planned 

change developed in the 1950s by psychologist Kurt Lewin. Lewin, K. (1951). This 

model assumes that there will be resistance to change. Therefore, the execution of 

change ASLI without prior preparation is likely to lead to failure. Instead, ASLI should 

start by unfreezing or ensuring that organisational members are ready and willing to 

change. This is followed by a change or by the execution of the planned changes. Lastly, 

refreezing means ensuring that change becomes permanent and that new habits, rules 

or procedures become the norm. 
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 2.5.2 Burk Litwin Model by Warner Burk and Litwin 

Figure 7: The Burke-Litwin Change Model 

The Burke Litwin Paradigm of Organisational Change is mostly about identifying 

and creating a cause-and-effect relationship. The model assumes 12 operational 

elements that define the transition within the ASLI organisation. The paradigm took its 

name from two advisors for organisational reform and was created by W in the 1960s. 

It’s Warner Burke and George H. Litwin. It is a valuable method for handling 

transformation to truly recognise and interpret all facets of an enterprise from change. In 

ASLI situations, the diverse facets are considered very little due, to which transition may 

have detrimental implications for both the company and workers. Besides, the shift 

model indicates that the various components are interlinked and affect each other. It’s an 

‘open system theory’ that suggests that change arises from outside influences. 
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 Table 7: Burke Litwin Model: 12 elements of ASLI 

Burke Litwin Model: 12 

elements 

 

External Environment External factors influence is the factors beyond and 

under no power of the ASLI. Taking into account the 

external climate, Managing Directors should make 

necessary changes to ASLI marketing strategy to 

make it more adaptable to the external environment. 

Mission and Strategy The vision, mission and strategy plan shall be 

identified by the highest level of management in 

ASLI to get the same pages from all employees.  

Leadership The managing director of ASLI wants to give the rest 

of the staff a specific path. Each director of ASLI is 

responsible for creating a vision and encouraging all 

members of their team to trust each other as a team. 

This may be resolved in the case of a transition by 

providing visibility into key roles. 

Organisational Culture ASLI has values of its own. It’s less formal than the 

element before this. It is but its presence in the 

whole ASLI. The ASLI culture contains both explicit 

and implicit rules, including regulations, values and 

practices. 

Structure This involves the hierarchical structure of the ASLI 

from top to bottom, the recognisable units and the 

structured contact networks. It also requires a 

position-based structure, such as responsibilities, 

communication, decision-making and management. 

Systems This concerns protocols and procedures; processes 

that are in effect to assist and support employees 

ASLI. For instant, ASLI requires proper Customer 

Relationship Management (CRM) to have a proper 

database. 

Management Practice This is about the behaviour and activities of the ASLI 
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director, which are generally aimed at implementing 

the overall strategy. Each team demand to create a 

good relationship to comply with the strategy and to 

deal with the resources.   

Working Climate ASLI directors ought to delegate their own roles and 

assignments to their team members and ensure that 

each staff member is willing to progress 

professionally. The director should have enough trust 

in his employees to delegate to the other members 

of the team the responsibilities of signing up for such 

undertakings. It would infuse employees with a 

sense of power over their careers and in return, they 

will be able to take on more demanding positions. 

Tasks and skills Until assigning a role, the director has to recognise 

the criteria of a particular work for his team member, 

as this suits the expertise and experience of their 

employees in order to achieve all the mission. It’s 

just about linking the best jobs to the right 

employees. 

Individual values and needs ASLI management lack of giving a work-life balance 

to all employees so that all can perform well. 

Appreciate their employees. 

Motivational Level ASLI management should set goals and motivate 

and enable workers to contribute themselves to the 

company. 

Individual and General 

Performance 

ASLI management requiring to be considered each 

employee’s performance in each department as an 

individual and in the organisation. 
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2.6 ALTERNATIVE SOLUTIONS 

On the basis of the clustered problems found, described and diagnosed, as well as the 

in-depth study carried out in the preceding parts, two alternate solutions were proposed to 

overcome each problem. As a recap and to make things easy for readers, the clustered issues 

were described below: 

 2.6.1 Product / Market Development 

Product development may take place in a number of forms, and it is helpful to 

differentiate between them. These involve the addition of product features, the 

production of next-generation goods, and the development of new products for the 

current ASLI industry. 

Table 8: Alternative Solution for Product / Market Development 

Alternative 1 Form a new product for the ASLI market of customers who are 

interested in the products produced. A worthwhile event involving 

lifting issues. In addition to inviting famous speakers. 

Alternative 2 According to the passage of time to create a paid virtual event or 

live experience even if hit by Covid-19 so that in the future, it will 

become a habit for the audience. 

Alternative 3 Create a timeframe for event planning in the future to prepare in 

term of sponsorship, programme, speaker, venue and 

participants. 

 

 2.6.2 Process and people management 

  Be a growing company of ASLI so that you don’t send a fish to a man and feed 

him for a day-teach him how to fish and feed him for a lifetime. Empowering staff with 

the confidence and expertise, they need to succeed could be the most critical task for 

the managing director. 
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Table 9: Alternative Solution for Process and People Management 

Alternative 1 ASLI should provide workers with the discipline, atmosphere and 

positive partnerships they need to succeed. This may vary from 

bringing them on training sessions to just having the time to clarify 

the process behind something other than only the result. 

Alternative 2 ASLI management should illustrate gratitude can be as easy as a 

swift email acknowledgement of successful performance or a 

special mention made at a meeting, but the other alternative is a 

promotion and praise system, such as a monthly employee, which 

codifies a culture of appreciation in the workplace. 

Alternative 3 As a director, they will accomplish this by ensuring that 

connection is a two-way path and that staff realise that their 

directors are truly listening when they come to director with 

complaints or ideas. Be sure that you speak about any problems 

your workers have, rather than blowing them off or merely 

dictating an answer to them by taking the time to show them that 

their feedback is respected. You convince them that they are a 

vital part of the business, not only a resource to be manipulated. 
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2.7 EVALUATION OF ALTERNATIVES 

   It should be remembered that the two collections of alternative strategies set forth in 

the previous segment are extracted, in particular, from a detailed review carried out, and the 

opinions and suggestions obtained from the interview sessions are also taken into account. 

            Alternatives were analysed, checked and tabulated objectively to assess the 

significance, efficacy, usefulness and effects. The assessment of alternatives for both clustered 

problems was provided in the following subsections by introducing a collection of commonly 

used decision parameters as a structure. Ratings apply to the results of each option (column) on 

the basis of the judgement criterion (rows), respectively. The number varies from 5 to 1, where 5 

indicates high, 4 – above average, 3 – average, 2 – below average and 1 – poor. 

 2.7.1 Evaluation of Alternatives for Product / Market Development  

 The determination of alternatives for Product / Market Development was built as 

follows. The alternatives were classified on the basis of three main decision factors – 

cost-effectiveness, ease of implement and business impact. 

Table 10: Evaluation of Alternative for Product / Market Development 

Alternative Alternative 1 Alternative 2 Alternative 3 

Criteria 
 
Strategic Thinking 
and Planning 

Form a new product 
for the ASLI market 
of customers who are 
interested in the 
products produced. A 
worthwhile event 
involving lifting 
issues. In addition to 
inviting famous 
speakers 

According to the 
passage of time to 
create a paid virtual 
event or live event 
even if hit by Covid-
19 so that in the 
future, it will become 
a habit for the 
audience. 

Create a timeframe 
for event planning in 
the future to prepare 
in term of 
sponsorship, 
programme, speaker, 
venue and 
participants. 

Cost Effectiveness 5 3 4 

Ease of implement 3 3 4 

Business Impact 4 3 3 

Total 12 9 11 
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On the basis of the above table, it can be viewed that Alternative 1 was deemed 

to be the most efficient, practical, workable and effective of the alternatives – Alternative 

3 came second, while Alternative 2 was the least valued. 

            However, all three mutually exclusive solutions have the same degree of value 

and will jointly resolve the problems of product and market development. Alternative 

options were then suggested to be adopted around the same period as a strategic action 

strategy or timetable. 

 2.7.2 Evaluation of Alternatives for Process and people management  

 The assessment of alternatives for process and people management was built as 

follows. The alternatives were classified on the basis of three main decision factors – 

cost-effectiveness, ease of implementation, and business impact. 

Table 11: Evaluation of Alternative for Process and People Management 

Alternative Alternative 1 Alternative 2 Alternative 3 

Criteria 
 
Human Resource 
Management 

ASLI should provide 
workers with the 
discipline, 
atmosphere and 
positive 
partnerships they 
need to succeed. 
This may vary from 
bringing them on 
training sessions to 
just having the time 
to clarify the 
process behind 
something other 
than only the result. 

ASLI management 
should illustrate 
gratitude can be as 
easy as a swift e-
mail 
acknowledgment of 
successful 
performance or a 
special mention 
made at a meeting, 
but the other 
alternative is a 
promotion and 
praise system, such 
as a monthly 
employee, which 
codifies a culture of 
appreciation in the 
workplace. 

As a director, they 
will accomplish this 
by ensuring that 
connection is a two-
way path and that 
staff realise that 
their directors are 
truly listening when 
they come to 
director with 
complaints or ideas. 
Be sure that you 
speak about any 
problems your 
workers have, 
rather than blowing 
them off or merely 
dictating an answer 
to them by taking 
the time to show 
them that their 
feedback is 
respected. You 
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convince them that 
they are a vital part 
of the business, not 
only a resource to 
be manipulated. 

Cost Effectiveness 4 3 4 

Ease of implement 3 3 4 

Business Impact 4 3 4 

Total 11 9 12 

 

 On the basis of the above table, it can be viewed that Alternative 3 was deemed 

to be the most efficient, practical, workable and effective of the alternatives – Alternative 

1 came second, while Alternative 2 was the least valued. 

 However, all three mutually exclusive solutions have the same degree of value 

and will jointly resolve the problems of product and market development. Alternative 

options were then suggested to be adopted around the same period as a strategic action 

strategy or timetable. 
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2.8 RECOMMENDATIONS 

The definition of the Issue Tree under the ASLI theory has been extended to the creation 

of solutions to the issues faced by ASLI. Instead of needing to select one of the alternatives, the 

underlying purpose of the tests discussed in the previous segment was to initiate a series and 

alignment, depending on the scores of the chain of steps to be done to address the two 

clustered concerns. 

2.8.1 Recommendation for Product / Market Development 

In brief, there are three unique solutions that are proposed to address the 

product/market expansion dilemma against ASLI. In this segment, alternatives are 

defined in a detailed way to better identify and enable organisations to adopt them 

(alternative solutions) and at the same time. 

The effective rebranding will allow ASLI to enter new markets, gain new 

shareholdings, grow your top and bottom line, and create good brand value. ASLI can 

send an email to all pass attendees to mention that ASLI has a new product. This is to 

acknowledge all the participants that ASLI still on the market but make some changes in 

product/market development. Join as many events to build a connection with other 

company and learn how the organiser make successful events with full house 

participants. ASLI also can try to make a live event, webinar and upload the event details 

on the ASLI website, Facebook, Instagram and Youtube to gain followers. Collaborate 

with a third party is an advantage to get extra participants which ASLI can get more 

participants details in that event. Beside, ASLI also can sell their logo to another party 

when they have collaboration. Make a memorable event so that everyone will talk about 

the event, and ASLI will get the credit.  
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Besides, ASLI can make research on the topic for the current issues and 

promote the article on media such as New Straits Time, Free Malaysia Today, BFM the 

business station, and others so that it will be published. In addition, after an update in 

media, it can publish on the ASLI website. From that, ASLI can find a great speaker to 

invite and to debate and discuss for expanding this knowledge. One way to get speakers 

already active in the space by using SlideShare, Youtube and Google by looking for 

keywords connected with ASLI Event. While planning the event, ASLI also can find a 

new target market by doing research on which company and position should attend our 

event. Try to send the invitation by sending an email and letter and keep it on our 

database. From that, ASLI can build one database so that in the future, it can be 

recycled. ASLI should send its employees to the training and development needed will 

be in particular verbal contact for both oral and written. 

ASLI wants to employ a management team to handle all marketing problems in 

ASLI and enable ASLI to create further revenue in the future. It's even helping: 

• Establish your participants 

• Marking of the programme for the participants 

• Development of a website that sells 

• Make the SEO-friendly website 

• Support the platform 

• Building more innovative social networking accounts 

• Defining the presence of the brand 

• Content creation 
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• Producing advertisements on paid channels 

• Managing the ad budget 

• Managing authoritative connections to the website; 

All the products listed are considered being workable for the product and market 

growth of the ASLI. It is proposed that the managing director could either recruit 

marketing team new ones directly to focus on strengthening ASLI, profile, network and 

credibility. In addition, it is also proposed that the ASLI tale, or at least the managing 

director, be reported in magazines or transmitted on radio, television or on-line. All in all, 

taking this alternative approach into account and enforcing it would not only be 

developed and applied to establish the ASLI’s good credibility and network. For this 

cause, a robust digital media strategy is exactly the primary remedy for product/market 

growth problems.        

2.8.2    Recommendation for Process and people management 

Process and people management are leadership style, willingness and 

understanding have been described as a cause of clustered problems. Briefly, there are 

three distinctive solutions suggested and introduced for the collaborative resolution of 

ASLI mechanism and people management problems. In this portion, the alternatives 

were elaborated in a detailed manner to further specify and clarify how the organisation 

could execute them (alternative solutions) and at the same time.  

ASLI management should prepare, inspire and advise workers with a view to 

maximizing efficiency at work and fostering professional development. Together, ASLI 

needs to handle interpersonal problems in their organisation. Each departmental director 

and personnel in leadership roles have an essential role to play in managing disputes. 

Effective people management can help you mediate conflict between employees in a 
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way that promotes collaboration and respect. ASLI management can also lead to the 

training of employees. As a leader in the workplace, the director may be responsible for 

the on-boarding of staff and the coaching of current staff on updated processes. ASLI 

Director can use the management elements to provide constructive feedback and 

mentoring to employees so that they can succeed in their positions. ASLI director may 

manage time limits for each task and ask for an update before the time limits to ensure 

that all tasks are carried out within a specified period of time. The Director may direct 

employees to include the assignment of tasks and the setting of attainable objectives for 

each task. It also can help the team evaluate the resources of team and set realistic 

deadlines that will encourage progress for the company.  

In addition, ASLI can build corporate culture with a leadership position that can 

enable employees to have a positive impact on the work environment. The Director may 

use the management responsibilities of employees to build relationships with 

employees. Directors can also ask their team for feedback on their company outlook and 

then turn that feedback into actionable changes to the company culture that every 

employee can help to develop.  

Process and People Management in ASLI needs a variety of soft skills, including 

those that can contribute to transparent and truthful contact and better employee 

engagement. Each of these abilities will help you effectively communicate with your staff 

and execute operational activities. Here are eight main human resources capabilities to 

be incorporated into the workplace: 

 ASLI employee empowerment 

 Active listening to ASLI employees 

 Conflict resolution between ASLI employees 

 ASLI employee’s flexibility  
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 Patience the road for ASLI employees 

 Clear communications between each ASLI employees 

 Confidence and trust between ASLI employees 

 The organisation of the ASLI  

As a consequence, the strategic action strategy was tabulated and summarised 

in the next segment (2.9) in order to make it more meaningful and positive.  
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2.9 IMPLEMENTATION PLAN 

Based on the recommendations explained and elaborated in the previous section, the 

implementation plan was developed and presented below. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8: Implementation Plan 

 

 

 

 

2021 

Product / 

Market 

Development 

Begin strategy to rebrand ASLI 

organisation 
Research on current issues 

Recruit a marketing department 

6= 

Customer acknowledges of ASLI rebrand 

Establish more event refer to current issues 

Review the performance 

2020 

4 1 2 3 4 

2022 

1 2 3 4 

2023 

1 2 3 4 

2024 

1 2 3 4 

2025 

1 2 3 4 

Review the Implementation 

quarterly 

Review ASLI sales 

Review the performance of event 

2022: Minor Transition of Management 

2025: Major Transition of Management 

Process and 

people 

management 

Construct maximizing efficiency at work 

Establish a corporate culture 

Establish a variety of soft 

skills 

Mentoring on employee’s performance  

Review the positive impact on the work 

environment 
The process of employee engagement 
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 2.9.1 Implement plan for Product / Market Development 

 At the beginning of the fourth quarter of the current year (2020), the Board of 

Directors, together with their special assistants, can set up an initial conference on the 

rebranding plan of the ASLI organisation. From there, sequential meetings are to be 

conducted every fortnight. It is expected to take three months from brainstorming, 

drawing up, presenting, updating and finalising a detailed rebranding plan and a 

proposal for the year 2021. At the same time, ASLI must plan and carry out studies on 

the current issues and prepare a request to the Board of Directors for approval of the 

event. It provides an overview, the purpose of the event, the details of the event and the 

budget of the event. Last but not least, each one of the special assistants could suggest 

and set up a marketing department for the Board of Directors by the first quarter of next 

year.  

The ASLI rebranding strategy is to be implemented accordingly at the beginning 

of the year 2021. It is advisable for the second generation to have quarterly meetings 

with special assistants with a view to thorough implementation analysis. Simultaneously, 

assuming that the request submitted by the owner of the product is approved, the ASLI 

team must plan all event scheduling for the venue, and the vendor should be submitted 

for quarterly approval. The general, bi-annual outcomes review would include additional 

events to be correlated with current issues. Last but not least, assuming the approval of 

the marketing department, the sales of the ASLI must be raised by at least 20% as per 

the New Year. 

2.9.2 Implement a plan for Process and people management  

Starting in the fourth quarter of the current year (2020), adopting the 

recommended strategy and ideas, maximizing efficiency at work and promoting career 
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growth for each employee. Around the same time, ASLI needs to develop an 

organisational culture in order to have outstanding outcomes in the ASLI organisation. 

Great organisational cultures promote collaboration and offer constructive, enjoyable 

opportunities for staff to come together for town hall events, both inside and beyond 

regular business hours. And the success of the business community is demonstrated by 

the degree of participation of each employee. Last but not least, developing soft skills for 

each employee is one of the process of deployment and people management in ASLI.  

Provided that the control of the performance of employees is authorised by the 

managing director, it will formally begin at the beginning of the following year (2021). 

With the agreement of the managing director, an analysis of the positive impact on the 

job is to be carried out during the first quarter of 2021. Last but not least, with the 

consent of the managing director, the employee engagement process is expected to 

commence in the second quarter, and the reported schedule is estimated to take a 

period of four months to be finalised. 

It should be remembered that while it would not suit the conceptualised timeline 

of succession planning, the guidelines in question actually meet the core phases of the 

process and people management. It is also expected that the implementation for this will 

take effect progressively and alternately at the beginning of each year from 2022 

onwards. For example, a small change in management positions and duties may take 

place at the beginning of 2022, whereas a significant transition will take place at the 

beginning of 2024. A slight shift of control will also take effect at the beginning of 2023, 

although a significant change will take place at the beginning of 2025. 
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2.10 CONCLUSION 

On the basis of Part 2: Case Analysis, it can be concluded that although ASLI continues 

to grow and expand, there is still room for improvement on the basis of identified problems. As 

non-profit organising, succession planning is important to allow for structural adjustments that 

generate different leadership requirements or positions and prepare for transfers where 

possible. This integrates leadership creation as a central organisational structure rather than an 

ad hoc mechanism, such that the organisation is ready for an eventual transition. All things 

considering, the capability and capacity that ASLI events are supposed to be up and going, if 

not internationally, then in most of Malaysia's cities. It would not really come as a surprise if the 

business managed to manage to "bring" ASLI abroad. Remarking on the completion of this case 

study, I hope that the Managing Director and the ASLI team can be an inspiration, especially to 

all non-profit organisation. 
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